SOIL PROBE
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Pre-install checklist:
1

Gateway mounted 12ft / 4m or higher and
connected to the internet
Installation locations of probes (GPS or Map)

3

2

TOOLS & ITEMS

Rubber Mallet
The Teralytic install kit includes:
1. TERALYTIC CUSTOM AUGER

Designed and built by AMS. Our auger is specifically sized
to ensure the best possible contact between the probe and
soil. Please note: third party augers may result in improper
installation, which can negatively impact the probe readings.

1-2 Gallon Bucket with pour spout
Soil Sample Bags (6in, 18in, 36in)
Teralytic Install Kit (Auger, Stabilization Plate & Spikes)
Probes, still in boxes
3 Soil Mixing Cups (6in, 18in, 36in)

2. AUGER STABILIZATION PLATE

The stabilization plate helps to minimize wobble
while augering to maintain hole width, ensuring proper
soil-to-sensor contact.
3. SPIKES

Soil Paste Spreader
2 Cups Distilled Water, per probe
Measuring Tape

Used to mount the stabilization plate.
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Step 1:
Auger and sample the soil

Step 2:
Prepare the probe

Using the metal spikes provided, hammer the auger plate into
place. Then, begin digging with the auger.

To prepare the probe for installation, place one cup of 0-12”
soil into your 6” labeled cup, one cup of 12-24” soil into your
18” labeled cup, and one cup of 28-40” soil into your 36”
labeled cup.

You’ll gather three soil samples as you dig. These will be from
0-12”, 12-24”, and 28-40”. Auger the soil for the first depth and
place soil into bucket as you are augering. Mix soil by hand
before emptying bucket into soil sample bag. Continue to the
next depth and repeat collection.

Add a small amount of your distilled water to the 6” sample
cup. Mix with a clean stir stick until it forms a moist paste.

Auger to 40” deep. If soil is really dry or sandy, water may be
need to be added to the hole in order to capture the soil. Allow
time for water to wet the soil as you auger.
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Step 3:
Install the probe

Apply a thin layer of this paste, about ¼ of an inch thick,
over the 6” sensors. This helps ensure proper sensor-to-soil
contact.
Repeat for the 18” sample cup and apply to the 18” sensor
cartridge, then repeat for the 36” sample cup and apply to the
36” sensor cartridge.
The remainder of the soil sample should be sent back in
labeled bags to Teralytic after your install—this will help us
calibrate the probe.

After the soil paste dries for about five minutes, slide the
stake into the hole. It will stick out a few inches.
Align the head and stake and press downward gently — you
will feel a “click.”
Push and hold the button for three seconds. Once all three
lights are solid, your probe has successfully connected. Your
probe will calibrate for 24–48 hours. Then, it’ll start sending
real-time soil data on the Teralytic platform.
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FAQ
WHAT STEPS SHOULD I TAKE IF I DON’T SEE DATA FROM MY PROBE IN THE
DASHBOARD?

1. Wait 24-48 hours for the calibration period.
2. If still no data is showing, check that your gateway is
connected to power and the internet.
3. Reset the probe by pressing and holding the logo / button.
4. If there is still no connection, or if you have other questions,
please do reach out to us at support@teralytic.com.
CAN THE PROBE BE LEFT INSTALLED YEAR-ROUND?

For warmer climates, you may leave probes installed through
winter. In colder climates, probes will need to be removed
before first frost. To remove the probe, twist the neck to pop
the head off and pull the stake out of the ground as gently as
possible. Probes are best stored in a reasonably warm and
dry environment.
WHAT DO I DO IF MY PROBE GETS DESTROYED?

Individual components of your probe can be replaced. If any
components are faulty or wear out, Teralytic will replace
them without charge.

Please note that probes destroyed by tractors or other large
equipment are not covered under the lease agreement. As
a precaution, we recommend marking probes with flags and
informing equipment operators of their locations.
HOW DO I FIND PROBES AFTER I’VE INSTALLED THEM?

Your probes will automatically update their location based on
the GPS readout from the sensor in the head. However, most
GPS units are accurate enough to bring you within a few
meters of a probe, but not directly to the installation site.
Because some crops can obscure the probes from any
distance, we recommend using flags or other markers to help
re-locate them in-field.
WHAT IS THE BATTERY LIFE FOR EACH PROBE?

Probe battery replacement is included in our annual lease.
Currently, you should expect it to run up to three years. We’re
actively working to extend this battery life even longer, so
your probe can last as long as possible in your fields without
maintenance.
MORE QUESTIONS?

Check our faq at teralytic.com/faq.html
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teralytic.com
info@teralytic.com
30 Vesey St, 14th Floor
New York, NY, 10007

